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HIGHLIGHTS

- A digital image communication scheme based on the breakup of spiral waves is developed.
- This communication system does not require spatially homogeneous random initial conditions.
- The secret image is not embedded into the initial conditions of self-organizing patterns.
- Computational experiments are used to demonstrate efficiency of the proposed scheme.

ABSTRACT

A digital image communication scheme based on the breakup of spiral waves is presented in this paper. This communication system does not require spatially homogeneous random initial conditions. Moreover, the secret image is not embedded into the initial conditions of the evolving self-organizing patterns. Such features increase the security of the communication, but still enable an effective transmission of the secret image. Computational experiments are used to demonstrate the properties and efficiency of the proposed scheme.

© 2016 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The science of pattern formation focuses on the mathematical laws governing the formation of such visual images which mimic the evolution of self-organizing patterns in nature. Pattern formation in biology [1–4]. (animal markings, growth of colonies, vegetation patterns, cancer dynamics), chemistry [5–7] (reaction–diffusion systems, Turing patterns), physics [8,9] (liquid crystals, granular material, optical resonators), computer graphics [10,11] (cellular automata, texture analysis) attracts the attention of researchers since the middle of the twentieth century.

It is well known that self-organizing patterns can be used for hiding and communicating secret visual images. A digital fingerprint image is employed as the initial condition for the evolution of a pattern using a model of reaction–diffusion cellular automata [12]. A secure steganographic communication algorithm is developed in Refs. [13,14] where patterns are evolved by using a Beddington–DeAngelis type predator–prey model with self- and cross-diffusion. Self-organizing patterns...
induced by prisoner-dilemma-type interactions between competing individuals, and described by evolutionary spatial $2 \times 2$ games are exploited for hiding and transmitting secret visual information in Ref. [15]. An image communication scheme based on self-organizing patterns produced by the atrial fibrillation model is presented in Ref. [16]. Self-organizing patterns produced by an array of non-diffusively coupled nonlinear maps are exploited to hide digital images in Ref. [17].

Any digital image communication scheme should satisfy several important requirements. First of all, it should be steganographically secure—it should protect not only the concealed secret image, but also the communicating parties [18]. Secondly, it would be advantageous if the communication scheme (especially the decoding of the secret image) is computationally effective. Finally, the communication algorithm must be able to withstand different kind of attacks.

All previously mentioned digital image hiding techniques based on self-organizing patterns do have some sort of deficiencies. The algorithm presented in Ref. [12] is not steganographically secure because the fingerprint image embedded into initial conditions is visible in the evolved pattern. Digital image communication algorithms based on Beddington–DeAngelis type predator–prey model with self- and cross-diffusion [13,14] require huge computational resources—an interpretable pattern starts forming after at least 10,000 time forward steps. The global optimal strategy in evolutionary spatial $2 \times 2$ games is not sensitive to local strategy variations of a single payer—large blocks of pixels must be inverted in the matrix of random initial conditions for the technique presented in Ref. [15]. Self-organizing patterns produced by competitively but non-diffusively coupled nonlinear maps [16] are originated by wave propagation in isotropic media, what predetermines a rather low complexity of the pattern structure—and therefore low information capacity of the communication algorithm.

All discussed digital image communication schemes based on self-organizing patterns are based on some sort of modification of initial conditions. The secret image is represented in the form of a dot-skeleton representation and is embedded into a spatially homogeneous random initial state far below the noise level in Refs. [13,14,16,17]. Dichotomous pixels in the initial conditions are inverted in regions corresponding to the secret image in Ref. [15].

As mentioned previously, the self-organization of patterns in all discussed digital image communication schemes [13–17] is induced by spatially homogeneous random initial conditions. The generation of initial conditions is an integral part of all these communication schemes. For example, it is shown in Ref. [16] that a slight variation in the random initial conditions completely compromises the communication algorithm.

In other words, the generation of random initial conditions and an appropriate modification of these initial conditions lies in the backbone of the discussed communication algorithms. Therefore, parameters determining the generation of random initial conditions are the integral part of the set of private and public keys of the communication algorithm. The ability to avoid the necessity of using random initial conditions for the generation of self-organizing pattern would be a serious enhancement in respect of the security of the communication scheme. On the other hand, it would be advantageous if the communication scheme would not use the perturbation of initial conditions. That would prevent the cheating attack to the communication scheme – whereas the eavesdropper would not be able to embed fake secret images – even if all keys of the communication scheme would be compromised (known to the eavesdropper).

The main objective of this paper is to develop such a digital image communication scheme based on self-organizing patterns that would neither use random initial conditions, nor require any perturbations of the initial conditions. Clearly, a new approach is required both to the physical model governing the formation of self-organizing patterns, both to the concept of the communication scheme itself.

This paper is organized as follows. The physical model governing the formation of patterns is presented in Section 2; the formation of the difference image is discussed in Section 3; the proposed communication scheme is presented in Section 4; the communication algorithm is demonstrated in Section 5 and concluding remarks are given in the final section.

2. The spiral wave model

We use the paradigmatic Barkley model [19,20] for modeling spiral waves in excitable and oscillatory media. The considered model comprises a system of reaction–diffusion equations describing the interaction of the activator $u$ and the inhibitor $v$:

$$\frac{\delta u}{\delta t} = f(u, v) + \nabla^2 u, \quad \frac{\delta v}{\delta t} = g(u, v) + D \nabla^2 v$$

(1)

where $f(u, v)$ and $g(u, v)$ are local reaction kinetics functions and the parameter $D$ is then the ratio of diffusion coefficients. The reaction term $f(u, v)$ is given by:

$$f(u, v) = \frac{h(x)}{\epsilon} u (1 - u) (u - u_{th}(v))$$

(2)

where the parameter $\epsilon$ sets the timescale separation between the fast $u$-equation and the slow $v$-equation (therefore $\epsilon$ is typically small); functions $h(x)$ and $u_{th}(v)$ define the evolution of the slow variable. In the simplest case [19]:

$$h(x) = 1, \quad u_{th}(v) = \frac{v - b}{a}$$

(3)
The evolution of a regular spiral wave. The parameters of the model are set to: \( L = 100, \epsilon = 0.02, a = 0.75, b = 0.02, g = u - v; \) \( dt = 0.05. \) Initial conditions are shown in parts a and b; the evolution of the \( u \)-field—in part c.

Fig. 2. The evolution of a spiral wave with breakups (\( u \)-field only) with parameters set to: \( \epsilon = 0.075, b = 0.0006, g = u^2 - v \) (other parameters are the same as in Fig. 1).

where \( a \) and \( b \) are system parameters—larger \( a \) gives a longer excitation duration and higher ratio \( b/a \) gives a larger excitability threshold. The other reaction term reads:

\[
    g(u, v) = u - v.
\]

The nullclines in the Barkley model for the nonlinear \( u \) reaction kinetics are straight lines. The \( u \)-nullclines are given by \( f(u, v) = 0 \) so that the three branches are:

\[
    u = \begin{cases} 
    0, & \text{for } \text{th}(v), \\
    u_{th}(v), & \text{for } u_{th}(v), \\
    1, & \text{for } 1. 
\end{cases}
\]

The middle branch sets the excitation threshold. In practice, for spiral wave solutions, the system does not pass through the corners where branches of the nullclines intersect.

This reaction is simulated with a simple Euler forward scheme; the Laplacian is simulated numerically using a finite differences method on a regular square grid with a five-point formula [20]:

\[
    \nabla^2 u = \frac{1}{4} (u_{i+1,j} + u_{i-1,j} + u_{i,j+1} + u_{i,j-1}) - u_{i,j}.
\]

Combining five-point formula with large time steps the reaction terms can be time stepped with relatively little computational efforts.

The domain is represented as a 2D square of size \( L \) with zero-flux boundary conditions. We set the initial conditions as dichotomous patches (vertical for the \( u \)-field and horizontal for the \( v \)-field) where the black color corresponds to 0 and the white color—to 1 (Fig. 1). In such a model the spiral wave is forming with no sign of breakup [19]. The time step \( dt \) is set to 0.05; the time period used for the computation is marked as \( T \). The evolving spiral wave is illustrated at \( T = 5, 10, 15, 20 \) and 30 in Fig. 1.

A regular spiral wave may evolve into a non-regular spiral wave with breakups when the reaction term \( g \) is a nonlinear function (as suggested in Ref. [21]):

\[
    g(u, v) = u^3 - v.\]

As discussed in Ref. [22], there are sets of parameters \( a, b \) and \( \epsilon \) the spirals may undergo period rotations or various types of meander/break-ups. The evolution of the pattern into a complete breakage is illustrated in Fig. 2.

3. The formation of the difference image

The construction of a digital image communication scheme based on self-organizing patterns requires the formation of two patterns. The nonlinear model of the system governs the evolution of one pattern from a predetermined set of initial conditions—while the evolution of the second one is started from the perturbed initial conditions [13–17]. The secret image leaks in a form of a difference image between these two patterns. The morphological operation describing the difference pattern reads:

\[
    D(i,j) = \text{abs} \left( P(i,j) - \tilde{P}(i,j) \right)
\]
where $P(i, j)$ and $\tilde{P}(i, j)$ are the grayscale levels of the pixel $(i, j)$ in the first and the second patterns; $D(i, j)$ denotes the difference pattern. Thus, the difference image is black if two patterns are identical.

We will use several different perturbations in the initial conditions to illustrate the formation of difference images in the model of the spiral wave with breakups. The parameters of the system are kept the same as described in Fig. 2; the time interval used for the evolution of the pattern is set to $T = 70$. The initial values of the $u$-field are kept the same as in Fig. 2; the initial values of the $u$-field are modified by changing the numerical value in the right part of the field from 1 to 0.99. Such perturbation of initial conditions is similar to the perturbation used in Ref. [15] where an inversion of a single pixel does not change the self-organizing pattern and the manipulation with blocks of pixels is required for generating any changes in the difference image.

The left image in row (a) in Fig. 3 shows the unmodified pattern $P$ (this is the same image as the rightmost pattern in Fig. 2). The middle image in row (a) in Fig. 3 is the pattern $\tilde{P}$ evolved from the modified initial conditions. The right image in row (a) in Fig. 3 is the difference pattern between $P$ and $\tilde{P}$. It can be seen that the perturbation in the initial conditions has spread in the whole domain. Moreover, this perturbation is clearly visible in the difference image—no contrast enhancement techniques are required to visualize the pattern in the difference image. This is a serious improvement compared to previously proposed digital image communication schemes where contrast enhancement of the difference image is an integral part of these schemes [13–17].

However, it appears that the evolution of spiral waves to breakups is sensitive to perturbations even at one single pixel of the initial conditions. The middle image in row (b) in Fig. 3 shows the pattern that evolved from the initial values identical to ones used in Fig. 2 except one pixel at the center of the image—its value is perturbed from 1 to 0.99. Remarkably, the complexity of the difference image is comparable to the one in the previous computational experiment (Fig. 3 row (a)).

It is clear that a simple perturbation of initial conditions would not be applicable for the construction of the digital image communication schemes based on the breakup of spiral waves—a slight perturbation of a single pixel results into the alternation of the complete pattern. That can be explained by a long time required for the evolution of the pattern and the unpredictable avalanche-type formation of the breakups. However, shorter time intervals cannot be used either—the pattern is simply undeveloped then (Fig. 2). Another type of algorithm should be designed in order to replicate the communication scheme presented in Refs. [13–17].

### 4. The proposed scheme

As mentioned previously, a perturbation of initial conditions cannot be exploited for hiding a secret image in the self-organizing pattern produced by the breakup of spiral waves. And while the evolution of the first pattern from random initial conditions is not altered, the evolution of the second pattern should be perturbed in a different way (if compared to Refs. [13–17]). A possible solution is to perturb the second pattern not at the beginning of its evolution—but at some moment before the evolution of both patterns is terminated.

#### 4.1. Delayed perturbation at a discrete point

Let us repeat the computation experiment presented in Fig. 3—except that the perturbation into the second pattern is introduced at time moment $T = 57.5$ and the evolution of both patterns is terminated at $T = 60$ (initial conditions are the same as earlier; $L = 50; \epsilon = 0.1; a = 0.7; b = 0.06; g = u^3 - v; dt = 0.05$). We do perturb one pixel at the center of the second pattern by adding 5% to its value at $T = 57.5$ (Fig. 4). The unperturbed pattern at $T = 57.5$ is shown in Fig. 4(a); the perturbed image—in Fig. 4(b) (the perturbation is so small that it is invisible to a naked eye). The perturbation point is clearly visible in the difference image at $T = 57.5$ in Fig. 4(c)—the grayscale range is automatically adjusted to max–min levels in the image.
Perturbation is introduced at time $T = 57.5$ by adding +5% to the $u$-field at the center point of the image. Part (a) shows the unperturbed pattern at $T = 57.5$; (b)—the perturbed pattern at $T = 57.5$ (the white cross denotes the perturbed pixel); (c)—the difference image between the perturbed and the unperturbed patterns at $T = 57.5$. The unperturbed, the perturbed pattern and the difference image at $T = 60$ are shown in parts (d), (e) and (f). The decay of the maximum value of the $u$-field in the difference image over time is illustrated in part (g).

The maximum value of the $u$-field in the difference image in Fig. 4(c) is 0.0372 and is illustrated in Fig. 4(g) at $T = 57.5$. Fig. 4(d) shows the unperturbed pattern; Fig. 4(e)—the perturbed pattern at $T = 60$. The initial perturbation at one pixel (Fig. 4(c)) diffuses as the patterns continue to evolve (Fig. 4(f)). However, the maximum value of the $u$-field in the difference image quickly decreases as the time goes on (Fig. 4(g)). The only reason why the diffused region is well visible in Fig. 4(f) is due to the automatic adjustment to max–min levels (the same procedure as used in Fig. 4(c)).

However, it appears that the decay of the contrast of the perturbed pixel is not always monotonic and depends on the location of the pixel in respect to the breaking waves (Fig. 5). Two pixels are perturbed at $T = 57.5$ (Fig. 5(b)). However, the evolution of the perturbations in the difference image is completely different (Fig. 5(g)). This effect can be explained by the interaction between the perturbation and the propagating front of the breaking spiral wave. The top left point remains in the calm zone during the whole time interval of evolution $57.5 \ll T \ll 60$ (Fig. 5(b); (e)). On the contrary, the bottom right point is located in the region of the formation of the breakup wave. It appears that the interaction of the perturbation with the propagating wave front causes a temporary amplification of the perturbation effect and a complex pattern formation in the difference image around the perturbation point (Fig. 5(f)). Moreover, the effects caused by the perturbation at the top left point are completely overwhelmed by the effects caused by the perturbation at the bottom right point (Fig. 5(f)). Therefore, the evolution of the pattern in the difference image is sensitive to the geometrical location of the perturbation point in respect to the evolving front of the propagating breakup wave. It is clear that a strategy based on straightforward perturbations of the evolving pattern at a preselected set of points would not be applicable for hiding a secret in the difference image.

### 4.2. The equalization of maximum intensities in the difference image

A possible solution to the problem associated to different decay rates of the perturbation intensities at different locations of the evolving pattern could be based on the variation of time moments of perturbations at different points. Such
Fig. 6. The equalization of maximum intensities of perturbations in the difference image. The perturbation at the bottom right point \((p_1)\) is performed at \(T = 58\) (part a); the perturbation at the top left point \((p_2)\) is performed at \(T = 59.55\) (part b). The perturbations evolve differently due to different interaction with the propagating front of the breakup waves (part c).

Fig. 7. The comparison of difference images when the bottom point \((p_1)\) perturbation is fixed at time \(T = 58\) and the top point \((p_2)\) perturbation time varies. Corresponding difference image (at \(T = 60\)) is provided in the second row of images.

equalization of maximum intensities at the difference image in Fig. 5(f) is illustrated in Fig. 6. We repeat the computational experiment, but only the bottom right point is perturbed at \(T = 58\) (the difference image is shown in Fig. 6(a)). The intensity of the perturbation at the bottom right point starts to decay—and we perturb the top left point at \(T = 59.55\) (Fig. 6(b)). The perturbation at the bottom right point starts interacting with the propagating front of the breakup wave—and the intensity of the difference image around this point starts increasing; the maximum intensities of perturbations around two points in the difference image become equal at \(T = 60\) (Fig. 6(c)).

It is clear that the selection of proper time moments of the perturbation is a complex problem—everything depends on the location of the perturbation points and the particular dynamical distribution of the evolving pattern of breakup waves. The complexity of the problem is illustrated in Fig. 7. All parameters of the system (including the geometrical locations of the two perturbation points) are kept the same. The only varying parameter is the time moment of the perturbation at the top left point (denoted as \(T_{p_2}\) in Fig. 7). The bottom right point \((p_1)\) is perturbed at \(T = 58\) (Fig. 7(a)). Then, five independent computational experiments are executed by perturbing the pattern at the top left point \((p_2)\) at \(T = 58.5\) (Fig. 7(b)); \(T = 59\) (Fig. 7(c)); \(T = 59.25\) (Fig. 7(d)); \(T = 59.5\) (Fig. 7(e)) and \(T = 59.75\) (Fig. 7(f)). Figures at the top row show the difference image at the moment of perturbation; figures at the bottom row—the difference image at \(T = 60\). As mentioned previously, the evolution of a perturbation depends on the interaction with the propagating front of the breakup wave. Anyway, it is possible to find such \(T_{p_2}\) where the maximum intensities of evolved perturbations in the difference image at \(T = 60\) are almost the same (Fig. 7(e))—though the “deformations” around points \(p_1\) and \(p_2\) are different.

4.3. The equalization of both intensities and shapes

Such manipulation with time moments of the perturbation at different points of the evolving pattern can yield the same maximum intensity at both points in the difference image. However, the size of the deformations around the perturbed points (in the difference image) is clearly different (Fig. 6(c)). It would be almost impossible to use such a perturbation strategy for a meaningful hiding of the secret image. A new perturbation strategy should be used in order to overcome this limitation.

We continue the same computational experiment as described in Fig. 6—however we change the perturbation around point \(p_2\). Instead of perturbing the evolving pattern at a single point, we perturb 6 adjacent points around \(p_2\) (Fig. 8(b)). Note that the intensity of perturbations is kept the same at all 6 points; the specific geometrical location of the perturbed points is adjusted experimentally in order to produce such a difference image that both intensities and geometric shapes of the deformations are almost identical in the difference image (Fig. 8(c)).
Fig. 8. The adaptive perturbation strategy helps to equalize both the intensities and shapes of spots in the difference image. The location of the perturbation points is the same as in Fig. 5. The perturbation at the bottom right point ($p_1$) is performed at $T = 57.8$; the perturbation at the top left point ($p_2$) is performed at $T = 56$. Six points around the point $p_2$ are perturbed; the intensity of the perturbation at all points is the same as before.

Fig. 9. The illustration of the iterative process of the formation of the perturbation. A thin line type perturbation (part (a)) yields the difference image with an undeveloped inner part (part (b)). The perturbation is strengthened in those parts where the difference image is not clear enough (part (c)) and the computational experiment is repeated again till the difference image is clear enough (part (d)).

4.4. The formation of geometric primitives in the difference image

The ability to control the shape and the intensity of the deformations in the difference image allows a possibility to construct different shapes and geometrical primitives. We continue the computational experiments with the same set of parameters—except that the dimensions of the area used for the pattern formation are now 500 x 500 pixels (Fig. 9). The intensity of perturbations is kept the same by adding $+5\%$ to the $u$-field—but instead of perturbing a single point we do perturb all points on the circle (Fig. 9(a)). The perturbation is performed at $T = 145$; the system continues to evolve until $T = 150$. The final pattern produced after the perturbation is shown in Fig. 9(b); the difference image—in Fig. 9(c).

It is natural to expect that the produced ring in the difference image is discontinuous—the formation of the difference image is sensitive to the geometrical locations of the propagating fronts of the breakup waves. One of the possibilities to make the geometric object more comprehensible in the difference image is to increase the area of perturbation (Fig. 9(d)). However, though the discontinuities become smaller, the differences between the highest and the lowest intensities in the difference image are still large (Fig. 9(f)).

4.5. Adaptive perturbation strategy

A strategy for the equalization of intensities and shapes is also required for geometric primitives in the difference image. A possible adaptive solution to the problem is schematically illustrated in Fig. 9. Let us assume that the perturbation (Fig. 9(a)) results into the difference image as shown in Fig. 9(b). The discontinuities in the difference image can be detected by using manual, semi-automatic or even completely automatic means. Then, the perturbation must be adaptively tuned in order to eliminate the discontinuities (Fig. 9(c)). In general, the variation of the perturbation is sensitive to almost all parameters of the system—including the moment of the perturbation and the final time moment when the evolution of patterns is terminated. In our computational setup it is enough to enlarge the width of the perturbation line from a one-pixel line to a 5-pixels line (Fig. 9(c)). That is sufficient to ensure that the discontinuities in the difference image disappear (Fig. 9(d)).

The same adaptive strategy is now applied to the computational experiment presented in Fig. 10. The discontinuities and zones of lower intensity are detected in Fig. 10(c); the perturbation is adaptively corrected (Fig. 10(d)). The resulting difference image now clearly represents a regular geometric shape (Fig. 10(f)).

Note that the presented adaptive strategy of the perturbation does not exploit the variation of time delays used to perform the perturbation at different locations of the digital image. Application of such features could enhance the difference image even more—but we limit the functionality of the proposed communication algorithm by excluding these time-related aspects.
5. The communication algorithm

The proposed communication algorithm based on the breakup of spiral waves is illustrated by the following diagram (Fig. 11). Let us consider two communication parties—Bob and Alice. Bob transmits a secret digital image to Alice. The action steps to be taken by Bob are bordered by a thick dashed line; the steps to be taken by Alice are enclosed into a gray-shaded area (Fig. 11).

5.1. Encoding of the secret image

Initially (at \( T = 0 \)), Bob selects initial conditions of the \( u \)-field and the \( v \)-field as shown in Fig. 11. Note that generation of random initial conditions is not required for this communication scheme—what is a serious advantage compared to other communication algorithms based on the self-organizing patterns.

Then, Bob stops the evolution of the spiral waves at \( T = 145 \) and perturbs it at the points corresponding to the secret image (by adding 5% to appropriate pixels of the \( u \)-field). Bob continues to evolve the perturbed pattern until \( T = 150 \) (100 time forward steps from the moment of perturbation). At the same time, Bob evolves the pattern from the initial conditions without any perturbations until the final time moment \( T = 150 \). That allows Bob to check how the difference image between the perturbed and unperturbed patterns looks like (Fig. 11).

Now, Bob uses the adaptive perturbation strategy and repeats the computational simulation of the perturbed and unperturbed patterns. Proper adjustment of the perturbation points ensures that the difference image is sufficiently clear and representative (Fig. 11). Then, Bob transmits the perturbed pattern to Alice. Note that the perturbation is performed at \( T = 145 \) and the transmitted pattern is fixed at \( T = 150 \). Moreover, 100 forward time steps do completely hide the perturbation in the pattern of the spiral waves. No algorithms (statistical or deterministic) could detect any perturbation in this pattern. Also (even all system parameters would be known to the eavesdropper), time backward evolution of the model is impossible due to the nonlinearity of the governing evolutionary equations. The secret digital information is securely embedded into the pattern of spiral waves.

5.2. Decoding the secret image

The decoding process is straightforward. Alice uses the identical initial conditions and evolves the pattern until \( T = 150 \). Then, she simply computes the difference image between the evolved and the received patterns—the resulting image reveals the secret (Fig. 11).

5.3. Sensitivity of the communication scheme to the perturbation of parameters

The presented decoding process does function only when all system parameters are preset and available both to the Sender and the Receiver. Slight changes of these parameters (when Bob and Alice use different parameters) may compromise the communication scheme.

The sensitivity of the communication scheme to initial parameters is presented in Fig. 12; all illustrations represent difference images only. Initially, we perturb the pattern evolution time by a single integration step. Bob creates the pattern using the previously set parameters \((T = 150; \epsilon = 0.1; a = 0.7; b = 0.06)\). However, Alice stops the evolution of her
Fig. 11. The schematic diagram of the digital image communication scheme based on the breakup of spiral waves.

Fig. 12. Slight perturbations of the system parameters compromise the communication system. The set of parameters used by Bob is: \( T = 150; \epsilon = 0.1; a = 0.7; b = 0.06 \). A slight perturbation of any of these parameters by Alice results into an uninterpretable difference image (a separate perturbation of a single parameter is used in every part respectively): (a) \( T = 149.95 \); (b) \( a = 0.69 \); (c) \( b = 0.061 \).

pattern evolution at \( T = 149.95 \) instead of \( T = 150 \). Spiral waves evolve in every iteration—thus Bob’s and Alice’s patterns are different enough to become useless (Fig. 12(a)).

The next computational experiment simulates the changes of the parameters \( a \) and \( b \). Alice mistreats the parameter \( a \) by using \( a = 0.69 \) instead of \( a = 0.7 \). The change is crucial enough to make the difference image (Fig. 12(b)) uninterpretable. Analogously, the parameter \( b = 0.061 \) is used instead of \( b = 0.06 \). The resulting difference (Fig. 12(c)) is meaningless.

5.4. Concluding remarks

A digital image communication scheme based on breaking spiral waves is presented in this paper. The proposed communication scheme does not use random initial conditions for the pattern formation and does not use any perturbations of the initial conditions in order to conceal and transmit the secret digital image. Such computational setup does have a number of serious advantages compared to all communication systems based on self-organizing patterns which had been introduced so far. The sender and the receiver of the image do not require to worry about keeping any keys (private or public) which would determine the generation of initial random conditions. Moreover, the communication algorithm does not use any perturbations of the initial conditions (any dot-skeleton representations or inversions of the dichotomous pixels). Such an approach could be considered as a serious step forward in respect of the security of the communication algorithm.

The evolving pattern is perturbed—not at the beginning—but in the middle of the pattern formation process. It appears that this perturbation is sensitive to the geometrical locations of the traveling fronts of the breakup waves. Therefore, a special adaptive perturbation technique is required for a proper embedding of the secret image into the evolving pattern. However, this adaptive perturbation procedure does not impact the decoding of the secret image. The decoding process remains simple and straightforward—the receiver of the secret image needs just to reproduce the unperturbed pattern of breakup waves.
So far, we had employed the adaptiveness of the perturbation only in the sense of the area of the perturbation in the zones where the difference image appears to be not clear enough. However, the perturbation could be adapted not only in space but also in time (as demonstrated in Fig. 8). The development of a fully automatic adaptive perturbation technique in space and in time remains a definite objective for the future research.
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